
●Warning●
・Do not use the device to suck in anything other than the cutting debris and suspended dust generated while using air turbines 
   and micro-motors.
・It should not be used to suck in titanium or ignitable metals. 
・Do not perform suction while the hood is not in place.
・NEVER use the device to suck in water, organic solvents or flammables.
・NEVER disassemble this device using screwdrivers, tools, etc.
・Do not operate the device while the joint covers are off. 
・When you raise or lower the chair, do not let the patient, shadowless lamps, chairs, chair tables, etc. touch the Free Arm Forte.
・Do not use or leave the device exposed to heat sources, such as lights that may cause temperature to rise. 
・Avoid impacts, friction with hard objects, etc.

1. Preparations

2. Activation

・Check that the PC/PCS hood is mounted correctly on the Free Arm Forte's suction opening, and move objects that risk being 
    sucked in away from the suction opening.  
・Check that the circuit breaker is ON
・Open the main unit’s cover, and check that the power supply switch (breaker) is turned off. 
・Connect the power supply cord’s 3P plug to a dedicated grounded outlet at 220V/15A or more. 
・Turn on the power supply switch (breaker) and close the cover. 

・Turn the Sensor ON/OFF switch on the arm's first section to ON. 
・Begin suction by placing your hand to about 10 cm above the vertical plane of the infrared switch’s window. 
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3. Stop
・Stop the device by again extending your hand toward the infrared switch’s window. 
・Turn the Sensor ON/OFF switch to OFF.

Operation and Maintenance
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1. Grip replacement

2.Hood replacement / maintenance

・To remove the grip when cleaning the device, turn the screws keeping it in place counterclockwise.
・Clean the grip with a soft cloth, wringing water or alcohol thoroughly.

・Push the lock handle in the arrow's direction to remove the hood. 
・Push the lock handle in the arrow's direction, insert the hood, then pull the lock handle to lock the hood. 
・Clean the grip with a soft cloth, wringing water or alcohol thoroughly.

Parts cleaning and replacement2

●Caution●
・Open the main unit’s cover, and check that the power supply switch (breaker) is turned off.
・When removing/attaching the hood, do not hold its edges; instead, hold its base near to the junction. 
・Clean each part with a soft cloth, wringing water thoroughly. 
・During cleaning, do not exert excessive pressure on the switch’s window. 
・NEVER use organic solvents to clean the device. 
・Grip and hood sterilization using an autoclave is acceptable; thermal drying, however, is not possible.

●Caution●
・Do not use the device while it is inclined, as it would risk overturning and causing physical injury or damage to furniture. 
・When moving the device, move by holding loop handle,NEVER move the device or pull it by the hood or by the arm while it is 
    inclined
・When move the device, pay attention to the power supply cord.
・The rotating portion of the support for the first joint (①) is equipped with a stopper, and cannot perform more than one 
    rotation. 
・The first joint is equipped with a stopper. The arm’s first section cannot bend backwards. 
・The second joint is equipped with a stopper so that it will stop when the arm’s second section forms a straight line with 
    the arm’s first section; it cannot bend backwards beyond the line of the arm’s first section.
・Set the arm’s position gently and within the joints’ range of motion. 
・Set the hood’s position with a rotating motion, and do not pull it in other directions.
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1. Open the cover.
2. Open the prefilter tray. 
    Replace the filter inserting it into the prefilter tray.
   (the cover board is attached magnetically). 

1. Open the cover.
2. Remove the cover board by pulling it toward you and upwards (the cover board is attached with magnetic rubber).  
3. Turn the levers at both corners in the direction indicated by the arrows. Then remove the bag filter

1. Open the cover.
2. Remove the cover board by pulling it toward you and upwards (the cover board is attached with magnetic rubber).  
3. Turn the levers at both corners in the direction indicated by the arrows. Then replace the Super Bio filter

●How to replace the prefilter

●How to replace the bag filter 

●How to replace the Super Bio filter 

●Caution●
・Turn off the power supply switch (breaker).　　　　　　　 ・Remove the power supply plug from the electrical outlet. 
・NEVER touch with wet hands. 　　　　　　　　　　　　　 ・Use gloves and mask. 
・Dispose of the filter as medical waste.
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●Caution●
・Use gloves and mask. 
・Turn the Sensor ON/OFF switch to OFF.

Filter Hood

Adjust the joints' bending5

Free arm forte-S　Consumable items6

Remove joint covers by pressing holding pin.
Then, adjust with screw driver.

Filterer

① Remove joint covers by pressing holding pin.

② Adjust with screw driver.

歯科用吸引装置、歯科用吸引装置ポンプ、
電動式吸引器及び歯面漂白加熱装置の

設計・開発及び製造

Replacement
frequency: 1month

Replacement
frequency: 6month

Replacement
frequency: 3years

Prefilter Bag filter Super bio filter PCS HoodPC Hood
Size: Size: 
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